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The usual practice in system identification is to use system 
data to identify one model from a set of possible models and 
then to use this model for predicting system behavior. In con-
trast, the present robust predictive approach rigorously combines 
the predictions of all the possible models, appropriately weighted 
by their updated probabilities based on the data. This Bayesian 
system identification approach is applied to update the robust re-
liability of a dynamical system based on its measured response 
time histories. A Markov chain simulation method based on the 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and an adaptive scheme is pro-
posed to evaluate the robust reliability integrals. An example for 
updating the reliability of a Duffing oscillator is given to illus-
trate the proposed method. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let '1J denote some dynamic data obtained from a dynam-
ical system to give information on the model parameters e = 
[a,' 92' ... 'en] that define a model within a set of possible models 
for the system specified by M. Here, 9v( specifies the modeling 
assumptions used in the analysis (both structural and probabilis-
tic). In Bayesian system identification, '1J modifies the knowl-
edge about the relative plausibilities of the different models in 
!M, that is, the different values that the model parameters e 
may assume (Beck and Katafygiotis, 1998). These plausibilities 
are measured by the updated probability density function (PDF), 
-
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Pv(S) = p(SI 'lJ, M), obtained using Bayes' Theorem: 
Pv(S) = p('1Jj8,M)po(9)jp('1JIM) 
1 
= c p( 'lJje, M)po(e) (I) 
where c- 1 = p('lJjM) = f p('1Jj8, !Nf)po(8)d6 is a normalizing 
constant, and po(fl) = p(9J!Nf) is the 'prior' PDF specified by 
9v( which reflects the knowledge about e in the absence of the 
data 'lJ. The term p( 'lJje, M) is the probability of obtaining the 
data ']) for a given set of model parameters e. It is formulated 
by assuming a probability model for the prediction error relating 
the model output with model parameters e to the actual system 
output ']) (Beck and Katafygiotis, 1998). 
Better response predictions can be made by utilizing the in-
formation in the data ']) through the use of the updated PDF pq;. 
In particular, if Pp(9) = P(F!S,M) denotes the probability of 
failure of the dynamical system (under some stochastic descrip-
tion of its environment) which is predicted using the model spec-
ified by e, then the initial robust failure probability 
Ro = P(FIM) =I Pp(9)po(9)d0 (2) 
may be updated to give 
Rv = P(FIM, 'lJ) =I Pp(S)pv(O)de (3) 
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where the Theorem of Total Probability is used (Papadimitriou 
et al., 2001). Note that Ro and R<D are said to provide a robust 
reliability for the system because they incorporate modeling un-
certainties. Also, R'lJ not only incorporates knowledge about 9 
from '.M but also updated information from ']). 
The evaluation of R'lJ in (3) is difficult since the dimension of 
the parameter space is usually too large for numerical integration. 
Also, P<D is known only up to a multiplicative constant because 
the normalizing constant c is itself difficult to evaluate. In terms 
of quantities whose values can be computed explicitly for a given 
0, R<D can be expressed as (leaving dependence on '.M implicit): 
R'IJ = f P .... (e)p(1:1IO)po(8)d8 
f p(1:1IO)po(O)de (4) 
and so its evaluation involves two multi-dimensional integrals. 
Additional difficulties come from the nature of the updated PDF 
P'IJ which is usually concentrated in a small volume of the pa-
rameter space. In practical applications, the variation of P<D in the 
parameter space is more dominant than that of the response quan-
tity PF(e), and so methods for evaluating R<D are differentiated 
according to the shape of p'lJ, which depends on the information 
that the available data']) produces on the model parameters e. 
The characteristics of P<D have been studied for model iden-
tification of structures using as dynamic data the measured time 
histories of response and excitation (Beck and Katafygiotis, 
1998; Katafygiotis and Beck, 1998; Katafygiotis et al., 1998), 
but the results can be applied in general. For a large amount of 
data (e.g., the number of data points Min the measured time his-
tories is large), P<D is concentrated in the neighborhood 1)£ of a 
lower dimensional manifold S in the parameter space, on which 
p( 'VIS) is globally maximized. The thickness of 9{_ around S 
is of the order of e = 1/ Viii. The characterization of P<D can 
be made according to the dimension of S, which depends on the 
amount of data available compared to the information to be ex-
lracted from it. In the 'identifiable' case where the number of 
model parameters is less than or equal to the number of 'effec-
tive consttaints' from the data']), the dimension of Sis zero, that 
is, the updated PDF is concentrated in the close neighborhood 
91£ of a finite number of isolated points, referred to as 'optimal 
parameter' points. In this case, P<D can be well approximated by 
a weighted sum of Gaussian PDFs with spread of O(e) centered 
at the optimal parameter points (Beck and Katafygiotis, 1998). 
Consequently, R<D can be approximated as a weighted sum of 
values of PF(e) evaluated at the optimal parameter points, and 
the problem of finding R'IJ in the identifiable case is reduced to 
finding the optimal parameter points and their associated prob-
ability weights. This leads to a non-convex global optimization 
problem which is not trivial to solve. There may be multiple opti-
mal parameter points (Katafygiotis and Beck, 1998), so 'global' 
optimization algorithms should be used to find the optimal pa-
rameter points (Torn and Zilinskas, 1989; Yang and Beck, 1998). 
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The computational effort is often much greater than is needed in 
a local optimization problem, especially when the dimension of 
the parameter space is not small and the number of optimal pa-
rameters is unknown, as is usually the case. 
In the 'unidentifiable' case where the number of model pa-
rameters is larger than the number of effective data constraints, 
the dimension of the manifold S is greater than zero, and there 
exists a continuum of optimal parameter points lying on S which 
give the same global maximum value of p('DI8). Determinis-
tic search methods for computing R<D in (4) have been devel-
oped (Katafygiotis et a!., 1998), which discretize the manifoldS 
by a finite number of representative points and approximate P'IJ 
as a discrete probability mass distributed among the representa-
tive points. The main computational effort is spent on locating 
the representative points on S, which requires a series of local 
optimizations in the parameter space. The representative points 
have to be located over the region of S where the prior PDF Po is 
significant so that the contributions from different parts of S and 
hence '11[ are accounted for. Consequently, the complexity and 
computational effort are expected to grow in a similar manner to 
that of numerical integration as the extent and dimension of the 
manifold increases. 
This paper presents a Markov chain simulation method to 
evaluate the robust reliability integral without the need for opti-
mization to find the manifoldS. It is based on the Metropolis-
Hastings (MH) algorithm and an adaptive scheme similar to that 
of simulated annealing to gain information about the manifold 
in a gradual manner. By carrying out a series of Markov chain 
simulations with limiting stationary distributions equal to a se-
quence of intermediate PDFs, the region 91£ of significant prob-
ability density of P'D is gradually portrayed. The Markov chain 
samples can be used for statistical averaging to estimate the ro-
bust reliability integrals. 
DIFFICULTIES IN EVALUATING R<D BY SIMULATION 
Equations (3) and ( 4) suggest two ways of evaluating R'D by 
simulation. The former suggests estimating R'lJ as the average of 
PF(e) over samples simulated from P<D• while the latter indicates 
that the integrals in the numerator and denominator could be es-
timated individually and then combined to give an estimate for 
R'IJ. Since P'IJ is only known up to a multiplicative constant and 
in general a method for simulating independent samples from 
P'lJ is not available, the first option of using (3) is not feasible 
for existing methods such as Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) or 
importance sampling (Rubinstein, 1981). Therefore, consider 
the application of these existing methods to evaluate R'IJ based 
on (4). Using MCS, the numerator is estimated as the average 
of PF(9)p(1:1J8) over samples drawn from the prior PDF po (as-
suming a method for simulating samples from po is available). 
The resulting estimate, however, is very likely to be biased, since 
p( '1JJ9) is concentrated in the small neighborhood 9{_ of thick-
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ness O(e), and hence the chance of generating a sample from 
PO which lies in 'X. is extremely small. Similar difficulties will 
be encountered in evaluating the denominator. Using importance 
sampling, it is necessary to choose a sampling density that is 
concentrated in '1{, otherwise similar problems to those in MCS 
will be encountered. However, this is extremely difficult since 
information about the manifold S where the probability density 
is concentrated is not available. 
Next, consider again evaluating R'D based on (3). Although 
a method for generating independent samples according to Pv is 
generally not available, it is noted that Markov chain simulation, 
in particular, the MH (Metropolis-Hastings) algorithm, offers a 
feasible way to simulate samples according to an arbitrary distri-
bution, at the expense of introducing dependence about the sam-
ples. However, direct application of the MH algorithm to simu-
late Markov chain samples according to P'D is not feasible due 
to the small region '1{ of probability concentration of P'D· Nev-
ertheless, as our proposed method is built on the MH algorithm, 
we first discuss its implementation. 
METROPOLIS-HASTINGS ALGORITHM 
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; 
Hastings, 1970) is a simple procedure to simulate samples ac-
cording to an arbitrary PDF where the target PDF need only be 
known up to a scaling constant. It was originally developed by 
Metropolis and his co-workers and later generali1.ed by Hastings. 
Its potential use for solving reliability problems has been recently 
demonstrated by (Au and Beck, 1999) and (Au and Beck, 2000). 
In the MH method, samples are simulated as the states of 
a special Markov chain whose limiting stationary distribution is 
equal to the target PDF. In other words, the PDF of the Markov 
chain sample ek simulated at the k-th Markov step tends to the 
target PDF as k -+ oo. The Markov chain samples, which are de-
pendent in general, can be used for statistical averaging as if they 
were independent, although with some reduction of efficiency in 
the estimator. 
Let p*(~l9) be a chosen PDF, called the 'proposal PDF', 
which is a PDF for 1; that depends on 9. The role of p* 
will become clear shortly. For convenience in notation, let 
q(e)::::: p(VI9)p0 (9) == c 1p'D(9). Note that the value of q can 
be computed readily for a given e, while the same is not true 
for P'D· The MH algorithm to simulate Markov chain samples 
{91, 82, ... , 9N,} with limiting stationary distribution equal to the 
target PDF P'D is described as follows. To start the Markov 
chain, let el be a point chosen either deterministically or sim-
ulated according to some PDF which approximates Pv· In gen~ 
era!, to simulate the next sample ek+l from the current sample 
flk, k = 1 ,2, ... ,Ns- 1, first simulate a 'candidate state' 1; from 
the proposal PDF p*(~l9k). Compute the ratio 
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Then, accept the candidate state ~ with probability min {I, r} and 
reject with the remaining probability 1 -min{ 1, r}. If accepted, 
the candidate state will be taken as the next state of the Markov 
chain, i.e., ek+1 = ~· Otherwise, the current state is taken as 
the next state, i.e., 9.!:+1 ek. The process is repeated until N5 
Markov chain samples have been simulated. 
We now show that the next sample (lk+l will be distributed as 
Pv if the current sample lh is. From the Chapman-Kolmogorov 
equation (Doob, 1953), the PDF of the next sample is given by 
(6) 
where p(ek+IIOk) is the transition PDF governing the probabilis-
tic properties of the Markov chain. From the MH algorithm, the 
transition PDF is given by, for ek+l "# ek: 
Using (5) and (7), along with the identity min {I ,ajb }b = 
min{ 1, b fa }a for any positive numbers a and b, and the fact ~at 
q differs from P'D only by a normalizing constant, one can readily 
show the following 'reversibility' condition: 
Note that (8) is trivial for 8.~:+1 = ek. Assuming the current sam-
ple ek is distributed as P'D• i.e., p(Ok) = P'D(ak), and using the 
reversibility condition in (8), p(9k+I) in (6) becomes p(SHI) :;;:;;: 
I p(Bklek+l)P'D(ek+J)dek = P'D(ek+tH p(ek!ek+ddek :;;:;;: 
Pv(Ok+d since I p(91,:19k+l)dek = 1. This means that if ~e 
current sample ek is distributed as the target PDF p']), then so IS 
the next sample ek+ 1, and hence P'D is the stationary PDF of the 
Markov chain. 
In the actual implementation, the Markov chain is started 
with the initial state 9t simulated from a PDF different from P'D• 
so the Markov chain is in a transient state and its samples will 
not be distributed exactly as P'D· Under the assumption of ergod-
icity, however, the Markov chain will converge to the statio~ary 
state, and so the PDF of ek will tend to P'D as k -t =. Wtth a 
finite sample size used in the actual implementation, ergodicity 
often becomes an issue of whether the Markov chain samples can 
populate sufficiently well tl1e region of significant probability of 
the target PDF P'D· See (Au and Beck, 1999) ~d.(A~ and Be~k, 
2000) for a more detailed discussion of ergod1ctty m applymg 
the MH method to reliability problems. 
Using the Markov chain samples {81 ,8z, ... ,eN,}, Rv !s e~­
timated as the average R'D of Pp(9) over the samples, whtch lS 
the same as the usual MCS estimator, except that the samples 
are simulated from a Markov chain instead of being independent 
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and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Nevertheless, the estimator Rv 
has similar statistical properties as those of MCS estimators (see 
later). In order to reduce the initial transient effect of the Markov 
chain on the estimate, the first few samples (say 10) arc often not 
used to compute the estimate Rv. Unless otherwise stated, the 
Markov chain samples { el 'fh' ... 'eN,} used for computing the 
estimate Rv are those simulated after the initial transient stage. 
The proposal PDF p• affects the distribution of the candidate 
state <; given the current state, and consequently the convergence 
rate of the estimator Rv to Rv. If the candidate state is rejected 
too often because small values of r in (5) are encountered dur-
ing simulation, the Markov chain will consist of many repeated 
samples. As a result, the correlation among samples wilt be in-
creased, slowing down the convergence of Rv. To understand 
how p* affects the acceptance rate of the candidate state, first 
note that if p* (~IS) = Pv(C;.), then according to (5), r = 1 and 
hence the candidate state is always accepted. In this case, the 
MH algorithm reduces to a standard Monte Carlo procedure with 
i.i.d. samples simulated from P'll· Although this choice is not 
possible, it indicates that if p* is chosen to be 'non-adaptive', 
i.e., p* (~19) = p• (~), then the closer that p* is to the target PDF, 
the better the acceptance rate of the candidate state, and the faster 
the convergence. 
Choosing a non-adaptive proposal PDF p* means that the 
information from the current sample is not used to explore the 
important region of significant probability density of the target 
PDF during simulation. When information about the important 
region is not available, constructing a non-adaptive p* so that 
the candidate state simulated from it will lie in 9£ is similar 
to constructing an importance sampling density concentrated in 
9£, and is thus very difficult. It is therefore more desirable to 
choose an 'adaptive' p* which depends on the current sample. 
One popular choice is to have p• localized and symmetric, i.e., 
p*(~l9) = p• (911;), which corresponds to the one used in the orig-
inal algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953). In this case, p* can be 
interpreted as a PDF localized at the current sample. The Markov 
chain simulation process can then be viewed as a 'local random 
walk' in which the region of probability concentration of the tar-
get PDF is adaptively explored. 
Direct application of the MH algorithm to simulate samples 
according to the target PDF Pv is not feasible, however, due to 
the problems arising from the small region 9£ of probability con-
centration of P'lJ• as described for the other methods discussed in 
the last section. In particular, it is difficult to choose the proposal 
PDF p* so that the acceptance rate of the candidate state is not 
too small while at the same time the Markov chain samples ef-
fectively explore 'J.[,. To see this, first note that it is not possible 
to choose a non-adaptive p* which can generate samples lying 
in 9£, since the information about the manifold is not available. 
Thus, consider choosing an adaptive p*, such as a symmetric 
one in the original Metropolis algorithm. If the Markov chain 
is started in a region not near 9{_, then the chance of generating 
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a candidate state from p* that visits fJIL is extremely small, and 
most of the candidate states will be rejected. As a result, most of 
the Markov chain samples are repeated, and clearly they cannot 
be used to estimate Rv. On the other hand, if the Markov chain 
is started in 9£, then in order that the simulated candidate state 
remain in 9£ and have a high probability of being accepted, the 
spread of p* around the current sample has to be O(e), because 
the direction along which 9£ extends around the current sample is 
not known. But this means the candidate state will be very close 
to the current sample, and as a result the Markov chain samples 
will not efficiently explore 'J{_, In all these cases, the region vis-
ited by the Markov chain samples will be small compared to 9£, 
leading to significant bias in the estimate for R'JJ. 
PROPOSED METHOD 
The problems encountered in applying the simulation meth-
ods discussed in the previous sections, including the MH algo-
rithm, arise from the fact that the updated PDF Pv is concen-
trated in a small neighborhood 'J{_ of the manifoldS. The process 
of adapting samples to 9£ in the MH algorithm is inhibited by the 
small scale £ of the thickness of 9£ compared to the size of the 
proposal PDF required to cover '}.[, with an affordable number of 
samples. This suggests that direct adaptation using a proposal 
PDF which varies with a vastly different length scale from that 
of the target PDF will not be effective. In view of this, we in-
troduce a sequence of intermediate PDFs which bridge the gap 
in length scale between the prior PDF po and the target updated 
PDF P'll· By using the MH algorithm utilizing successively the 
information from the previous adapted intermediate PDFs, the 
region 'J{_ can be populated by the Markov chain samples in a 
gradual manner. Conceptually, this is similar to 'simulated an-
nealing' (Fishman, 1996). 
Let PI, P2, ... , Pm be a chosen sequence of PDFs converg-
ing to P'lJ ( = Pm) so that their region of significant probabil-
ity content gradually diminishes to that of P'lJ· For example, 
Pi may be chosen as the updated PDF from Bayes' Theorem 
based on an increasing amount of data, i.e., Pi = P'D;• where 
1J1 c · · · C 'lJm = 1J. Thus, starting with the prior PDF Po as the 
proposal PDF, the MH algorithm is carried out to simulate sam-
ples {Oil),e~ll, ... ,e~}} withtargetPDF p 1• Akemelsampling 
density k1 is constructed to approximate PI (Silverman, 1986; 
Au and Beck, 1999): 
(9) 
where 4'(8; eil), Ck) is the multi-dimensional Gaussian PDF eval-
uated ate with mean ei') and covariance matrix C*; and the Wk 
are the probability weights associated with the Gaussian PDFs, 
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which satisfy wk :?:. 0 and E~:, 1 Wk = 1. The choice of Wk and 
Ck is completely defined by the samples {9k1l}, and so is kt (Au 
and Beck, 1999). Since k1 is a weighted sum of Gaussian PDFs, 
the kernel marginal PDF for a particular component 9 j of 0 can 
be obtained by analytically integrating (9). Similarly, the kernel 
marginal cumulative distribution function (CD F) of e j can be 
readily computed in terms of a weighted sum of Gaussian CDFs. 
More importantly, independent samples distributed as k1 can be 
simulated readily, which are approximately distributed as PI and 
so lie in the region of significant probability of PI. 
To proceed, kt is used as the proposal PDF for simulating 
. { (2) (2) (2) . Markov cham samples 91 '92 ' ... 'eN, } With target PDF P2· 
These samples are then used to construct the kernel sampling 
density k2 as in (9), which gives an approximation to P2· In gen-
eral, the kernel sampling density k; (which approximates p;) is 
constructed using the Markov chain samples at the i-th simula-
tion level which is then used as the proposal PDF for simulating 
Markov chain samples for the next level with target PDF Pi+ I· 
This is continued until the m-th simulation level, where Markov 
chain samples for the target updated PDF Pv = Pm are simulated. 
Let R; be the expectation of PF(e) when 6 is distributed 
as Pi· It is estimated using the Markov chain samples 
(i) (i) ( i} {01 ,a2 , ... ,eN) by 
(10) 
Since p; converges to Pv as the simulation level i increases to m, 
R; converges to Rv defined by (3). 
The proposed strategy makes use of the fact that if a non-
adaptive proposed PDF is similar in shape to the target PDF, then 
the acceptance rate of the candidate state will not be small, and 
the MH algorithm will be effective in generating samples pop-
ulating the important region of the target PDF. Thus, instead of 
using an adaptive proposal PDF within each simulation level, the 
adaptation is done from one simulation level to the next, where 
the latest kernel sampling density transfers the information about 
the important region from the current level to the next level. 
The success of the proposed strategy relies on effective ap-
plication of the MH algorithm at each simulation level, which 
requires that Pi-1 (which is approximated by k;-d varies with a 
similar length scale to p1 for i ;;;;;; 1, 2, ... , m. The choice of the 
sequence {p;} is thus important to the success of the proposed 
~~thod. A good choice for {p;} is Pi+ I "'PT (up to a normal-
IZing constant). In this case, the size of the region of proba-
bility concentration for p; is roughly 1/.Ji that of po. When 
data 'lJ consists of measured response time histories (Beck 
Katafygiotis, 1998), this schedule can be achieved by choos-
Pi :;;;; P'D; where the duration of time history data is dou-
in successive simulation levels from 'IJ; to '1J;+l. On the 
other hand, when the updated PDF with data ']) is of the form 
Pv(9) = cpo(9)exp( -J(G)/£2) (Yuen and Beck, 2001), where 
J(tl) is a measure-of-fit function between data and model, and 
e is a measure of the size of the prediction error, then the se-
quence {p;} can be obtained by p; = c; exp( -J(fJ)jef) where 
2 - 2m-t 2 . - 1 2 'th 2m "-' £i - £ , i - , , ... , rn, WI "' • 
OF ESTIMATOR 
The statistical properties of the estimator R; in (10) are pre-
sented in this section, assuming the Markov chain generated ac-
cording to the MH algorithm at each simulation level is ergodic. 
In spite of the fact that R; is computed using dependent sam-
ples from a Markov chain, it still has the usual properties ofMCS 
estimators using i.i.d. samples (Doob, 1953). For example, R; 
converges to R; with probability 1 as Ns ----7 oo (Strong Law of 
Large Numbers), and under similar conditions as those for Monte 
Carlo estimators, R; is Normally distributed as Ns ----7 oo (Central 
Limit Theorem). If the Markov chain is started with the initial 
state eii) distributed as the target PDF p;, then the Markov chain 
is stationary, and R; is unbiased. Otherwise, R; is only asymp-
totically unbiased, although the bias decays exponentially with 
the number of Markov steps. For a fixed proposal PDF for the 
i-th simulation level, assuming that the Markov chain has settled 
into its stationary state, it can be shown that the coefficient of 
variation (c.o.v.) of R; is: 
(11) 
where tl; is the c.o.v. of PF(O) when 9 is distributed asp;; y; is a 
correlation factor: 
(12) 
and p;(k) is the correlation coefficient between Pp(O) evaluated 
at Markov chain samples separated by k Markov steps. By esti-
mating the correlation sequence {p;(k)} from the Markov chain 
samples, 'Yi in (12), and hence O; in (11), can be estimated in a 
single simulation run. 
The term Af / Ns in (11) is the familiar term for the square of 
c.o.v. in MCS with Ns independent samples. The c.o.v. of R; is 
thus equivalent to the c.o. v. in MCS with an effective number of 
independent samples Ns/(1 +Yi)· The efficiency of the estimator 
using correlated samples of a Markov chain ('Yt > 0) is reduced 
compared to the case when the samples are uncorrelated (y; = 0), 
and smaller values of 'Yi imply higher efficiency. 
The result for O; in (11) is derived assuming the proposal 
PDF is fixed in independent simulation runs. According to the 
proposed methodology, however, the proposal PDF is chosen 
Copyright © 200 I by ASME 
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as the kernel sampling density k; constructed using the Markov 
chain samples from the previous simulation level (except for the 
first simulation level where the prior PDF is used as the proposal 
PDF), and so k; is different for each independent simulation run. 
This gives rise to additional variability in R;, and the actual c.o.v. 
of R; will be greater than that given by (11). It can be argued 
that this additional variability is of the order of the bias in R;, 
and hence is often small. The numerical example shows that the 
c.o.v. predicted by (ll) is quite close to the actual c.o.v., and 
hence it can be used for assessing the variability of R;. 
NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS 
The proposed methodology is applied to update the relia-
bility of a Duffing oscillator using simulated response measure-
ments. The excitation f is assumed to be unknown and is mod-
eled by a white noise random process with zero mean and spec-
tral intensity S0 = O.Olm2 sec-3. The equation of motion of the 
system is given by: 
mx (t) + ci(t) + kx(t) + ~(t) = f(t) (13) 
where m = lkg is the mass, c = O.lkgsec is the damping coef-
ficient and k = 4.0N/m and f.J = l.ON/m3 are the first and third 
order stiffness of the system. To define a set of possible models 
for the system, the stiffnesses are parameterized as k = kfl1 and 
f.J = ,Uih, where e, and lh are stiffness parameters whose values 
are assumed to be uncertain, and k = 4.0 N/m, .U = 1.0 N/m3 are 
the nominal values for the first and third order stiffness, respec-
tively. Response displacement measurements are taken for 32 sec 
with a sampling interval of 0.1 sec. 
The updated PDF is obtained using a Bayesian probabilistic 
approach presented in Yuen and Beck (2001). A summary of this 
approach is given as follows: 
Assume response data ']) is available at N discrete time in-
stants, i.e., ']) = {x(n&),n = 0, 1, ... ,N- l }. The estimator of 
the spectral density of x, Sx,N(rot),k = O, I, ... ,Nt. is given by 
(Katafygiotis and Yuen, 2001): 
Lit IN-I 12 Sx,N(rok) = - L exp( -iroknill)x(ntlt) 
21CN n=O 
(14) 
where N1 is equal to the integer part of N /2. For a given set of 
model parameters a, the expected value of the spectral density 
estimator E[Sx,N( rok!9)) is given by: 
Lit N-l 
E[Sx,N(rok!B)] = -2 L 'YnRx(nruJO)cos(nrokru) (15) rcN n=O 
where 'Yo= Nand 'Yn = 2(N- n),n;::: 1; Rx is the autocorrelation 
function for the response x. In the case of a Duffing oscillator, it 
is given to good accuracy by the solution of the following second 
order ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients: 
with initial conditions: Rx(OJ9) = cr;(e) andR~(OJ9) = 0. 
The updated PDF for the stiffness parameters given data '1J 
is given by (Yuen and Beck, 2001): 
Pv(9) = cpo(9)exp( -J(fJ)/€2) (17) 
where c is a normalizing constant, po(9) is a prior PDF for the 
stiffness parameters and J(fJ) is given by: 
The prior PDF PO for fl1 and 82 is chosen to be an indepen-
dent uniform distribution from 0 to 3. That is, p{81, {h) = 
~,if9,,(h E (0,3) and p(91,92) = 0, otherwise. Note that the 
truncation at 82 = 3 is arbitrary and the "ridge" of high proba-
bility content would extend much further if a broader prior PDF 
was chosen. 
The updated PDF and the corresponding updated robust re-
liability with decreasing prediction error levels Ef = l/21-1 for 
successive simulation levels i = 1 ,2, ... , 7 are investigated. The 
sequence of intermediate PDFs {Pi} is constructed by succes-
sively substituting the sequence of values er = 1/2i-l into {17). 
. .. -.· : . ·~ 3 ... ~ - . 
·: .' . :_-; F 1 
2 ' ' 
£ ·::·.::, ..... ·:. 
, ~. . •. -• .. 
·.: . . : ~~~ : ... 
3 i"i\"'1'. ,"'mT,..----, 
i=4 
2 
3.---....-1----. 
i=7 
2 
' . 
0 0:-'-..l.<.'":-".' .....,_,. -::'----: 
Figure 1. Markov chain samples 
Figure 1 shows the Markov chain samples at simulation lev-
els i = 1 ,4, 7, corresponding to e2 = l, 1/8,1/64 in (17). For 
each simulation level, after the first 10 Markov chain samples are 
ignored, Ns = 500 Markov chain samples are simulated, which 
are shown with dots in Figure 1. Note that the Markov chain 
samples are not all distinct. To show the population ofsamples 
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Figure 2. Prior and Updated Marginal PDFs for Bt and ~ 
consistently, the area of the dots arc shown proportional to the 
number of samples at each location. The number of distinct sam-
ples are 335, 361 and 331 for simulation levels i = 1,4 and 7, 
respectively. The contour lines for each updated PDF are plot-
ted at levels 0.01,0.1,0.5 and 0.9 relative to the peak value of 
the updated PDF in each figure. It can be seen that the area en-
dosed by the outermost contour (0.01), and hence the region of 
probability concentration of the updated PDF, diminishes as e de-
creases. The samples populate well the important region of the 
updated PDFs. More importantly, the density of the population 
is consistent with the exact updated PDF. 
The marginal kernel PDFs for 81 and 82 constructed from 
the Markov chain samples are shown in Figure 2. The results 
from three independent simulation runs are shown with dashed 
lines. Note that the estimated marginal PDFs can be readily ob-
tained from the joint kernel PDF without numerical integration. 
For comparison purposes, the exact marginal PDFs obtained by 
numerical integration are also plotted with solid lines in Figure 2. 
The results can be considered acceptable if fine detail is not re-
quired. The results for CDFs, although not shown here, exhibit 
a better match with the exact results, as the spurious "noise" in 
the PDFs are filtered out by integration in the CDFs. The errors 
in the marginal PDFs come from two sources. The first source 
is that the finite number of Markov chain samples are not dis-
tributed exactly as the target PDF, which introduces bias in the 
estimates. The second is due to the approximate nature of the 
kernel PDF using a finite number of samples. The dependent 
nature of the Markov chain samples in general does not bias the 
kernel PDF, but it slows down the convergence of the kernel PDF 
compared to the case when the samples are independent. 
Note that the marginal PDF for 82 is almost a uniform distri-
bution, implying that the set of data contains very little informa-
tion for identifying the third order stiffness of the oscillator, i.e., 
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~ is essentially unidentifiable. The reason is that the response 
is of mild nonlinearity so it contains very little information about 
the nonlinear term. One way to reduce the uncertainty is to obtain 
another set of measurement With a higher level of S0 • Note also 
from Figure 1 that e, and f.l2 are highly correlated, i.e., given one 
set of dynamic data, there is a range of 81 and ~ values which 
give similar values for the equivalent linear stiffness and hence 
similar values for the posterior PDF. 
The reliability of the oscillator when it is subjected to an 
uncertain excitation is updated. The excitation is modeled by 
stationary Gaussian white noise with spectral intensity S0 = 
0.04m2 scc-3. 'The updated robust failure probability that the sta-
tionary response of the oscillator will exceed the threshold level 
b = l.Om within a duration ofT= 20sec is studied: 
P(FI1J) = J PF(e)p'LJ(e)de (19) 
where Pp(fJ) = P(FifJ) is the failure probability for given model 
parameters e. Assuming that the out-crossing events follow 
a Poisson process, Pp(9) is approximated by PF(O) = 1 -
exp(-2v(9)T] (Soong and Grigoriu, 1993), where v(9) is the 
up-crossing rate: 
ax(e) [ b2 J 
v(6) = 2ncrx(8) exp - 2crl({~) (20) 
In (20), crx(G) and cr.t(9) are the stationary standard deviations 
of the displacement and velocity response, x and i, respectively, 
which can be approximated using equivalent linearization (Lutes 
and Sarkani, 1997): 
(21) 
The estimates P(FI1J) for the robust failure probabilities 
computed based on ( 10) using the Markov chain samples are 
shown in Figure 3(a). Three sample estimates, corresponding to 
the same simulation runs in Figure 2, are shown with circles. The 
exact results obtained by numerical integration are shown with 
solid lines. In Figure 3(a), the simulation level i = 0 refers to the 
case when no data is available and the robust failure probabili-
ties are computed based on the prior PDF Po only, that is, by (2). 
To investigate the bias of the simulation results, the average of 
the estimates over 50 independent simulation runs are computed 
and shown with dashed lines in Figure 3(a). The 50-average re-
sults (dashed lines) almost overlap with the exact results (solid 
Copyright © 200 l by ASME 
lines), showing that the bia<; from the initial transient stage of the 
simulated Markov chains is negligible. 
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Figure 3. Updated Failure Probabilities P(FI1J) 
The c.o. v. of the robust failure probability estimates com-
puted from the 50 independent runs are computed and shown in 
Figure 3(b) with solid lines. The c.o.v. estimates based on (11), 
which does not include the variability of the proposal PDF, are 
also computed and the results for the three simulation runs in Fig-
ure 2 are shown with circles. The average of the c.o.v. estimates 
based on (11) over 50 simulation runs are shown with dashed 
lines. From Figure 3(b), it can be seen that the actual c.o.v. (solid 
lines) are quite close to those predicted by (11) (dashed lines), 
showing that the latter is useful for assessing the variability of 
the robust reliability estimates. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed simulation approach for Bayesian system 
identification gradually adapts to the region of probability con-
centration of the updated PDF for the model parameters through 
successive simulation levels. Its success relies on a good choice 
of the intermediate PDFs and their approximation by kernel 
PDFs. Future research may focus on developing better interme-
diate PDFs as well as enhancing the performance of the kernel 
PDF approximations. 
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